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1. INTRODUCTION 
Minimax inequalities have been applied deriving minimax theorems and variational inequalities. 
Minimax theorems do have game-theoretic applications, while variational inequalities turn out 
to be a powerful tool to the solvability of problems in elasticity and plasticity theory, hydrody- 
namics, optimization theory, mathematical economics, mathematical programming, and others. 
The complementarity problem in mathematical programming is, in fact, a special type of vari- 
ational inequality in finite dimensions--a focal point of important algorithmic developments. 
There are at least two approaches to reducing general variational inequalities to this type: one 
through discretization and introduction of Lagrange multipliers; and the other by replacing the 
gradient mapping associated with the convex minimand by a monotone mapping. Computa- 
tional procedures thus obtained for variational inequalities may have an edge in certain cases 
over complementarity. For more details on generalized variational inequalities, we refer to [1-10]. 
Recently, Chang and Ma [1] generalized, based on the notion of a generalized KKM mapping, 
some results on minimax inequalities to the case of an H-space. The author [8] obtained a new 
class of minimax inequalities in a G-H-space setting. The aim of this paper is--first to establish 
a nonempty intersection theorem involving the G-H-KKM type selections, second present some 
nonempty intersection theorems involving the G-H-KKM type mappings, and finally obtain some 
applications to a new class of generalized minimax inequalities in a G-H-space setting. The 
obtained results seem to be relatively new. 
Let X be a topological space, P(X)  denote the power set of X, and IX) the family of all 
nonempty finite subsets of X. Let A n denote a standard (n - 1) simplex {el, e2,..., e~} of R ~. 
DEFINITION i.I. A triple (X,H,{p}) is called a G-H-space if X is a topological space, H : 
(X> ~ P(X)  \ {@} a function such that: 
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(i) for each F, G E (X), there exists F1 C F such that F1 C G implies H(F1) C H(G); 
(iN) for each X l ,X2 , . . . , xn  e X ,  there is an F = {X l ,X2 , . . . , xn}  e (X) and a continu- 
ous function p : A n --* H(F )  such that for { i l , i2 , . . . , i k}  C (1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  we have 
p({e~l, e i2, . . . ,  e~k}) C H({xi l ,  x i2 , . . . ,  xik)),  where {Xil, x~2,..., xik} C F. 
A subset K of X is said to be G-H-convex if for each A • (X), there exists A C A such that 
A C K implies H(A) C K. 
A subset D of X is called finitely G-H-closed in X if D A H(A) is closed in H(A) for all 
A c A e (X). 
A function f : X --* R is said to be G-H-quasiconcave (respectively, G-H-quasiconvex) if the 
set {x E X : f (x )  > c} (respectively, the set {x E X : f (x )  <_ c}) for all c E R, is a G-H-convex 
subset of X. 
A subset K of X is said to be compactly closed in X if K n L is closed in L for all compact 
subsets L of X. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let X be a nonempty set, (Y, H, {p}) a G-H-space and let M1, M2, . . . ,  Mn be 
subsets of Y .  Let q : X --* Y be a function and {xl , x2, . . . , xn } E (X).  A subset {q(xl), q(x2), . . . , 
q(xn) } • (Y) is said to be a G-H-KKM type selection for M1, M2, . . . , Mn if  for any {q(x~l), q(xi2), 
. . . ,  q(x,~)} c {q(x~), q(x~),..., q(zn)), we have 
k 
H({q(x,1), q(x,2) , . . . ,  q(x,k)}) C U M~j, 
j=l 
for {il, i2 , . . . ,  ik} C {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, where Xl, x2 , . . . ,  Xn are not necessarily distinct. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let X be a nonempty set, (Y, H, {p}) a G-H-space and q : X --* Y a func- 
tion. A mapping T : X --* P (Y )  is called G-H-KKM type ff  for each Xl ,X2, . . .  ,xn E X ,  
there exists a (q(x l ) ,q(x2) , . . .  ,q(xn)} E (Y) such that for any (q(xi l) ,q(x~2),. . .  ,q(x~k)} C 
{q(xl), q(x2),..., q(~n)}, we have 
k 
H({q(x,1), q(x,2) , . . . ,  q(X~k)}) C U T(x,j). 
j=l 
2. G-H-KKM TYPE  THEOREMS 
In this section, we present some nonempty intersection theorems based on the notions of the 
G-H-KKM type selections and G-H-KKM type mappings in a G-H-space setting. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be a nonempty set, (Y ,H,{p})  a G-H-space, and M1,M2, . . . ,Mn  finitely 
G-H-closed subsets of Y .  Suppose, that M1,342,.. . ,  Mn have a G-H-KKM type selection. Then, 
Ni"--1 M~ # 0. 
PROOF. Since M1,M2, . . .  ,Mn have a G-H-KKM selection, there exists a function q : X -* Y 
such that for any {Xl, x2, . . . ,  xn} E (X) and for any corresponding F = {q(xl), q(x2) , . . . ,  q(xn)} 
e (Y), we have 
k 
H({q(xil), q(x~2),..., q(x~k)}) = U M~3. 
j r1  
Given (Y, H, (p}) is a G-H-space, there exists a continuous function p : A n --* H(F)  such that 
for {il, i2 , . . . ,  ik} C (1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, we have 
p((e~l, e~2,. •., e~}) c H({q(x,), q(x~2),..., q(x~k)}). 
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Let us set E~ = p-Y(Mi ;1H(F)) for i = 1,2, . . .  ,n. Then, each E~ is closed in A n since M~ is 
finitely G-H-closed in Y and p is continuous. We need to show 
k 
co({e~l ,e i2 , . . . ,e~k) )  C U E~j. 
j=l 
If z E co({eil, ei2,. . . ,  eik}), then 
k 
p(z) •H((q(x,1),q(xi2), . . . ,q(xik)}) C U M~j. 
j= l  
There exists an index m (1 _ m < k) such that p(z) • Mira, and as a result, p(z) • Mira A H(F). 
Thus, z • p- l (Mim n H(F)) = Eim. Now, by the classical KKM theorem, ni~=l Ei ~ 0, so 
N :I # 0. 
THEOREM 2.1.  Let X be a nonempty set, (Y, H, {p}) a G-H-space with H(A) compact for all 
A • (Y), and T : X --* P(Y)  a G-H-KKM type mapping such that T(x) axe compactly dosed 
subsets of Y for all x E X. Suppose that there exists an element xo • X such that T(xo) is a 
compact subset of Y. Then Nxex T(x) ~ 0. 
PROOF. Since T : X --* P(Y)  is a G-H-KKM type mapping, for {Xl,X2,...,Xn} • (X), there 
exists {q(xl),q(x2),.. .  ,q(xn)} • (Y) such that 
k 
H({q(x~l), q(x,2),. . . ,  q(x,k)}) C U T(x,j). 
j= l  
Given that each T(x) is compactly closed (and hence, finitely G-H-closed), by Lemma 2.1, the 
family {T(x) : x • X} has the finite intersection property. As a result, {T(x) A T(xo) : x • X} 
is a family of compact subsets with the finite intersection property, so N~ex T(x) ~ 0. 
3. GENERAL IZED MIN IMAX INEQUAL IT IES  
In this section, we apply the results of Section 2 deriving a new class of minimax inequalities. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a nonempty set and (Y, H, {p}) a G-H-space such that H(F) is 
compact for all F • (Y). Suppose f ,g : X x Y --. R and q : X --* Y axe functions and 
a := supxex g(z, q(x)) such that: 
(i) f (x,  y) <_ g(x, y) for all (x, y) • X x Y; 
(ii) f is lower semicontinuous in y on compact subsets of Y; 
(iii) there exists an element Xo • X such that the set 
{y • Y : f (xo,y) <_ a} is a compact subset of Y; 
(iv) for each {xl ,x2, . . .  ,xn} e (X), there exists {q(xl),q(x2),... ,q(xn)} E (Y) such that for 
any {q(x,1),q(xi2),...,q(xik)} C {q(xl),q(x2),.. . ,q(Xn)} and for any YO • H({q(x,1), 
we have 
min {f(x~, Yo), g(xij, Y0)} < a. l<_j<_k 
Then, there exists an element fl E Y such that f (z ,  ~) ~ a for all x E X. 
In particular, we have 
inf sup f (x,  y) < sup g(x, q(x)). 
yEY zEX -- zEX 
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PROOF. Let us define mappings S, T : X --* P(Y) ,  respectively, by 
S(x) = {y 6 Y :  g(x, y) < a}, for all x 6 X, and 
T(x) = {y 6 Y :  f (x ,y )  <_ a}, for all x 6 X. 
T(x) is nonempty  by (iv). I t  follows from (iv) that  there exists some index m (1 < m _< k) 
k 
such that  f(xim, Yo) <- a or g(xim, Yo) <_ a, which implies Yo • S(x~,n) C Uj=l S(x~j) or y0 • 
k T(xim) C Ui= 1T(xii).  Thus, we have 
k k k 
YO • U S(x,j)  U U T(x ' i )  C U T(x' i ) '  
1=1 1----1 1=1 
since S(x) C T(x)  by (i) for all x • X, that  is, T is a G-H-KKM type mapping.  T(x) is 
compact ly  closed in Y by (ii). Now, applying Theorem 2.1, we have Nxex T(x) ~ 0, so there 
exists an element ~ • Y such that  f (x ,  ~) <_ a for all x • X.  
For Y compact  in Theorem 3.1, we arrive at the following result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a nonempty set and (Y, H, {p}) a compact G-H-space with H(A) 
compact for all A • (Y). Suppose that  f, g : X x Y --, R and q : X --~ Y are functions and 
a := supxex  g(z, q(x)) such that: 
(i) f(x, y) < g(x, y) for all (~, y) • x × Y, 
(ii) f is lower semicontinuous in its second variable y; 
(iii) for each {Xl ,Z2, . . .  ,Xn} • (X) ,  there is {q(xl) ,q(x2), . . .  ,q(xn)} • (Y) such that for any 
{q(xil),  q (x i2 ) , . . . ,  q(xlk)} C {q(xl),  q (x2) , . . . ,  q(xn)) and for any Yo • H({q(xil),  q(x~2), 
• .. ,q(xik)}), we have minl<_~<_k{f(xij,yo),g(xii,yo)} < a. 
Then, there is an element ~ • Y such that f (x ,  ~) <_ a for all x • X.  
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a nonempty set and (Y, H, {p}) a compact G-H-space with H(A) 
compact for all A • (Y). Suppose that  f : X x Y --. R and q : X -~ Y are functions uch that 
the following assumptions hold: 
(i) y --* f (x ,  y) is lower semicontinuous; 
(ii) for each {Xl, X2, . . .  , Xn} • (X) ,  there exists {q(xl),  q (x2) , . . . ,  q(xn)} • (Y) such that for 
each {q(x~l),q(x~2),... ,q(x~k)} C {q(xl) ,q(x2), . . . ,q(xk)} and for any Yo • H({q(x~l), 
q(x i2) , . . ,  q(xik)}), we have minl<_j_<k f (x i j ,  YO) <-- O. 
Then, there is an element ~l • Y such that f (x ,  ~) <_ 0 for all x • X.  
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